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Abstract-The solutions of initial value problems in ordinary differential equations are con- 
tinuously differentiable functions, yet all effective methods presently used for the numerical solution 
of these problems either in scalar or vector form are discrete processes-they yield a finite set of 
approximate values of the solution. The process derived in this paper yields a continuously 
differentiable function (a polynomial) which gives fourth order Runge-Kutta approximations at 
all interior points of each interval of application and a fifth order approximation at each end point. 
Like conventional fifth order Runge-Kutta algorithms, the process requires only six evaluations 
of the given directional function per application or step; it is endowed with an imbedding property 
for step-size control and provides valuable information about committed local truncation errors. 
It may be called a continuous imbedded Runge-Kutta process of maximum order five; it is valid 
for both scalar and vector cases. 
1. INTRODUCT ION 
Consider the initial-value problem 
g =fk Y>, Y(Xo) = Yo (1) 
wherefis either a scalar or vector function. 
The solution y(x) of (1) is a continuously differentiable (scalar or vector) function. 
However in practice, almost all effective methods for the determination of an approximate 
solution of (1) such as Runge-Kutta, Adams-Moulton-Bashforth, Bulirsch-Stoer, etc., 
constitute discrete processes ince the so-called solutions are discrete sets of numbers. The 
purpose of this work is to develop instead a continuous process, more specifically a method 
which will provide continuously differentiable functions as approximations for y(x), the 
solution of (1). Moreover, the derivative of the approximating function in turn will 
constitute a satisfactory approximation to y’(x), the derivative of y(x). Furthermore this 
new method is endowed with a property which readily provides valuable information about 
the accuracy of approximations obtained without necessitating any additional evaluations 
of the directional function f. 
The scalar case (a single differential equation of first order) will be treated first, then the 
results will be extended to the vector case, that is, to the system of differential equations of 
first order. 
It will be assumed in this work that the directional functionfis sufficiently differentiable, 
more precisely that f~ C5 in a neighborhood of the initial point (x,, yO). Then y(x) E C6. 
Furthermore the chosen step-size shall be designated by h. 
2. It will be convenient to use the following simplifying notation and symbols: 
pJ-$zL 
axpay q (2a) 
fq=g 
139 
(2c) 
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D’“y=,$o (;)P.-,/; 
D’“‘f= i 1 0 j=O J Pn-,A+, 
(3) 
(4) 
where as usual f representsf(x, y) andf) denotes the jth power off. 
Furthermore, we introduce the two relations[l]: 
(D(“)f)’ = D”+‘f+ nD(“-‘lf,Df (5) 
(D’“‘~‘=D’“+‘lf;+nD’“-‘lf;+,Df (6) 
where Dfdenotes D(‘lfand the primes indicate differentiation with respect to x. 
3. Let c, 0 < c I 1, be a variable real number. The Taylor expansion of the value of y 
at x = x0 + ch may be written 
Y(xo+ch)=Yo+ i 
i=O 
ci;y”‘(xo) + O(P). (7) 
In (7), the derivatives of y(x), the unknown solution of(l), may be expressed in terms 
of the known function f(x, y) and its derivatives. Through the use of the above symbols 
and relations (5) and (6) we obtain 
y(xo+ch)=yo+cf.h +~Df.h’+~[D”Y+fiDf]h3 
+ ; [D”y + 3Df, . Df +fiD”‘f +fi2Dflh4 
(8) 
+ g [D(“!f +f,D”‘f +f,*~(~)f +f,"~j- 
+ 4D”‘fDf, + 6D”‘f,Df + 7f,Df,Df + 3f2(Dfi2] h5 + 0(h6), 
where everything is evaluated at (x0, yo). 
4. Since we shall establish approximations to y(xO + ch) by Runge-Kutta processes 
of orders 1 through 5, we shall designate these different approximations by GJx, -t c/z), 
where the subscript n distinguishes the order of the process. 
As is well known, a fifth order Runge-Kutta algoritm requires 6 stages, and it is of 
the form (case c = 1): 
wo + h) = Yo + i wk 
i=O 
k, = hf(xo + ~,h, ~0 + C bi&,), i = 1,. . . , 5 
I=0 
t9b) 
r-l 
a, = 1 b,,. 
,=o 
(9c) 
We shall expand the k,‘s in powers of h, then substitute these expansions in (9a). The 
following simplifying notations will be used in the process: 
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A,,i = a,%*,, i = 1, 2, 3 
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We then obtain: 
+ ,t4 Wi ‘? 6, ‘2 bj.mAm - 1.1 
j=3 m=2 
+ i i WpJi_ 1.21 1 [2i=2w D”yDf + ’ i ,~;Ai_l,l 
l-2 
lD”%Df 
+ ,i3 Wi ‘k2 (aj + I+ UJbij + ,A,,, 
j=l 
+ [i g2 WAiIr,(W2}h’ + o(h6)* (11) 
5. Equating the above obtained expansion of j&, + h) to that of y(x, + h) as given 
in (8) with c = 1, and matching the terms, one gets the nonlinear system of 16 equations 
involving 21 unknowns or parameters[2]. This system characterizing the 5th order 6-stage 
explicit Runge-Kutta process may be written: 
+= 1 (12.1) 
(12.2) 
(12.3) 
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+ wAu,bs,, + uzb,.z + u&j + u,b,,) = ; (12.4) 
ij wi"i3 = i (12.5) 
wz(~,2M +w3(a,2b3,, + az2b,,,) + w&,*b,., + uz2b,., + u32b,,) 
+ wh*b,,, + dbs.2 + dbv + a,‘&,,) = i 
w,(u,bd + whbx, + u,b,,J f w,uXu,bd,, + u,b,,z + u,b,.,) 
(12.6) 
(12.7) 
w&A,h + w~Wdh,2 + @A, + &,,h,,l 
+ w,K&.Jb,,z + hb3.i + &,Jb,,3 + W,,, + 4,2 + &,Jbs,d = & (12.8) 
$, wi”i4 = i (12.9) 
wdu,3bd + w,h3b,., + uz3b,.z) + wh3b,,, + uz3bq + uj3b4,,) 
+ wh3bz., + uz3b,+, + u,3bs,3 + u,3b,,d = $j (12.10) 
w,(u,2bdb,,, + w,Kui*bz,Jbv + (u,2b,,, + a,2bd4 + wJ(~,2bdba 
@,2b,,, + db3.dbs.3 + h’h.1 + dh,, + dh.Jbvl = & (12.11) 
w,~,(~,*b,,,> + w,ada,2b,,, + a 2b,.J + wda,2b,, + a2’h.z +a,2b,J 
+ w5(~~Zb5,1 + a22b5,2 + a3’b3 + at2b5.J = A 
w2*(u,b,.,) + w,u,2hb,., + u,b,,) + w,2(u,b,,, + uzb4.z + u,b,J 
(12.13) 
(12.14) 
w3(“2 + ~,)@,b2,db3,2 + “‘&a2 + 4(~,bz.,)b,,z 
+ (~3 + ada,b3., + 4,A,l + Ma2 + @W2.,h.2 
+ (~3 + MG,., + a,b,.,)b,,, + (a, + GO,, + a2h.2 + ~&~.Jbwl = &j 
(12.15) 
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~,@A,J2 + w&b + &,J* + w&b + G,, + &.J2 
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+ w&&,, + &,2 -I- a,&,, + a,bJ = f (12.16) 
Solutions of this system are obtained by the introduction of the following four 
conditions: 
1 
u,b2., = - u2* 
2 
1 
a& + a2b5,2 + u,bs., + u4b5,4 = 1 u52 
2 
Additionally we shall impose the conditions: 
1 
u,*b2,, = - a,3 
3 
a12b3,, + a22b,,2 = f uj3 
u,*b4,, + a22b,,2 + a32b,,3 = f ad3 
(A) 
(B) 
u,2b5,1 + a2’b,, + a32b5s + u42b,,4 = i us3 
1 
6. The introduction of these 8 conditions raises the number of the equations of the 
considered system from 16 to 24. However, as a result 7 of the original 16 equations may 
be eliminated as dependent while other four equations are simplified. They also yield 
M;] = 0. The original system thus modified may be written: 
w,+ c w, = 1 
i=2 
j2 W,QZ = f (12.3’) 
(12.5’) 
(12.8’) 
(12.9’) 
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wz’b3.2 + w&‘b,,, + a,‘b,J + ws(a2’b,,z + a3’bs.j + u:b,,) = & 
w.&&~%,z) + w,VGa,%,J + &,&z2b4,z + u,2bd = & 
(12.11’) 
(12.12’) 
with w , = 0 and conditions (A) 
7. The solution of the above 
i2 wiuibi,l =0 
and (B). 
(12,15’) 
system consisting of 17 equations is a complex and time 
consuming undertaking. We give the following solution set: 
7 16 2 
w, = w5 = -, w, = 0, w2 = wq = -) wj = - 
90 45 15 
1 1 1 3 
a, =-, u2=- u3 =- a4=-, us = I 
6 4’ 2’ 4 
bz., = ; 
b,., = -;, b,,, = 1 
b,,, = 64.2 = 0, 64.3 = ; 
b5., = ;, b5,2 = 7, bS,3 = -7, b,, = $. 
Furthermore through the use of (SC) we find: 
b,,, = A, b3.0 = $3 b,, = ;, bs,, = -;. 
The corresponding 5th order 6-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm is: 
j% + h) = yo + & [7ko + 32k2 + 12kj + 32k, + 74, 
ko = hf(xo, YO) 
(134 
(13b) 
k, =h 
fc 
x,+;h.po+;k, 
> 
k,=h xo+;h,yo+~(ko+3k,) 
f( 1 
k, = h 
/( 
x0 + ; h, yo + ; (k, - 3k, + 4kJ 
> 
k4=h xo+~h,yo+~(3k,+9kJ 
1( ) 
k, = hf x0 + h, yo + $ ( - 4ko + 3k, + 1% - 12k, + 8k,) 
> 
. 
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The smallness and simplicity of the constants involved in this formula are certainly 
desirable features. Extensive tests revealed that this formula is among the most effective 
5th order 6 stage Runge-Kutta algorithms. 
8. It can easily be shown that these k’s, the six incremental coefficients already 
determined, cannot be used to generate other 5th order approximations to y(x), for all 
x@x,, x0 + h). The next most appropriate problem was to obtain 4th order, 6-stage 
continuous approximations. This task, as we shall now show, can be accomplished. 
Consider 
j4(xo + ch) = yo + 2 Wjk, (14) 
1=0 
where as already indicated c is any real number but such that 0 < c I 1 and ki, i = 0,. . . , 
5 are given as in (13b), while w,)s are the new weight coefficients to be determined. 
Equating the expansions of y(x, + ch) and jJxo + h), as given in (8) and (11) 
respectively, and matching terms of like power up to the fourth power, we obtain the 
system of algebraic 
Runge-Kutta process 
tions, may be written 
equations associated with the 4th order, 6-stage continuous 
under consideration. This system, composed of 8 algebraic equa- 
as follows: 
i. wl = c (15.1) 
g, W,ffi = i C2 (15.2) 
(15.3) 
w2hb2,1) + W3@1b3,1 + a2b3,2) + W&,h,l + a2b,,, + a3h.3) 
+ W&lb + azbs.2 + a3b.3 + a&,,) = ; C3 
wz(~12b2,J + w3(a12b3,1 + as2b3,,) + w4(a12b4,, +a22b4,2 +a32b4,3) 
+ w&12b5.1 + a22bs,2 + atb5,, + a42b,,4) = $ c4 
wd~lb2,1) + w3dO3.1 + a&3,2) +w4a4(alb4,, + a2b4,2 + a,b,,,) 
+ w445,1 + a,&., + a3bss + a,b,,,) = f c4 
M&,,)bs,, + w4K&.,)b,, + @lb,,, + ~&,.&,,I + w&a,b,,,)b,,, 
+ (alb3.1 + azbdb,,3 + (a,b4., + a,b,,> + a,b4,3)b,.4] = $ c4. 
(15.4) 
(15.5) 
(15.6) 
(15.7) 
(15.8) 
The only unknowns in this system are wi)s. The other constants satisfy the conditions 
(A) and (B). Taking (A) and (B) in consideration, once again it is found that w, = 0. 
Furthermore, equation (15.4) is seen to be indentical to (15.3) while (15.6) and (15.7) 
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reduce to (15.5). In view of these facts the above system becomes: 
wg + 1 wj = c (15.1’) 
i=2 
(15.2’) 
(15.3’) 
(15.5’) 
,i2 wibi,, = 0. (15.8’) 
After substituting the known values of CI’S and b’s into this system of five linear 
equations, we find as its solution 
89 142 10 4 
w,=c--c2+p3 9 
30 
--c 
w, = 0 
16 208 16 
w2 = - c2 - - c3 + - 
5 45 9 
c4 
6, 12 4 
wj=Jc -++jc* 
32 272 32 wq= --~2+-c3__c4 
15 45 9 
7 98 14 
w5=$2-45c3+9c4. 
Thus (14) may be written: 
y4(xO+ch)=y,,i- 
89 142 
c -_30Cifqgc3-;c4 
+ fc+‘+;c’ 
k, 
208 ~c2--c3+~c4 
45 
or rearranging: 
+ $ (71k, - 104k, - 54k, + 136k, - 49k5)c3 
+$(-5ko+8k2+6k,-16k4+7k,)c4 
(16) 
(17) 
where k’s are given by (13b). 
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It must be noted that if c = 1, then either (16) or (17) indicates that the resulting 
approximation is identical to j,(x, + h) as given in (13a). In order words, in this case the 
fourth order process is transformed into a fifth order process. 
In conclusion, it is seen that either form of jd(xO + ch), as given in (16) or (17) provides 
continuous fourth order approximations to y(x, + ch), and that in case c = 1 the obtained 
approximation is of fifth order. 
9. We shall now derive a continuous 3rd order, 4-stage explicit Runge-Kutta process. 
Consider 
j3(xo + ch) = Yo + c wik 
i=O 
where k’s are given by the first four stages of (13b), while the four w’s are the new weight 
coefficients to be determined. 
Equating once again y(xo + ch) and &(x0 + h), as given in (8) and (1 l), respectively, 
and matching terms of the same degree up to the third degree, a system of four algebraic 
equations is obtained. This system, which corresponds to the 3rd order, 4-stage continuous 
Runge-Kutta process, is as follows: 
wg + WI + w2 + W) = c (18.1) 
1 
W,Ul + w2a2 + w3a3 = - c2 
2 
(18.2) 
1 
W,U12 + w2u22 + w3fz3* = - c3 
3 
w2(alb2,,) + w3(a,b3.1 + a2b3,2) = ; c3. 
Since the conditions (A) are still in force, the equation (18.4) reduces to: 
W*uZ2 + 
1 
w3u3 *=_c3 
3 
(18.3) 
(18.4) 
(18.4’) 
A comparison of the latter with (18.3) yields w, = 0 as before. Then (18.3) and (18.4’) 
become identical and the latter equation may be discarded. 
The system under consideration thus modified may be written: 
w, + w* + w3 = c (18.1’) 
1 
w2u2 + w3u3 = - c2 
2 
(18.2’) 
1 
w2u2* + w3u32 =- c3. 
3 
Since uz = (l/4) and u3 = (l/2), we find as solution to the system: 
8 
wo =c-3c2+-c3 
3 
(18.3’) 
WI = 0 
16 
w2 = 4c2 - -c3 
3 
8 
w3=-c3--c2, 
3 
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y’,(xo+ch)=y,+ c ( _3c2+&3)k,+(4c2-~c3)k2+(~C3-c2)k3 (19) 
or 
(20) 
For c = 1 the formula (19) becomes 
j73(xo + h) = yo + f (2ki, - 4k, + 5k3). (21) 
It must be pointed out that with (13b) it is impossible to generate a 3rd order 3-stage 
continuous process. 
10. We consider now the second order continuous processes. Both 2-stage and 3-stage 
cases are possible. We first consider the 3-stage case: 
j72(xo + ch) = y,, + wok,, + w&, + w&2. 
The w’s are determined from the system: 
w, + Wl + w2 = c 
1 
w,a, + w*u* = - c2. 
2 
For harmony, let w, = 0. Then since a, = (l/4), w2 = 2~‘. It follows then that 
w, = c - 2~‘. Thus 
j2(xo + ch) = y, + (c - 2cZ)ko + 2c2k2 (22) 
or 
Y2(xo + ch) = y, + ck, + 2(k, - ko)c2 (23) 
For c = 1 the formula (22) becomes: 
j,(x,,+h)=y,-k,,+2k,. (24) 
In the 2-stage case, 
~72(xo + ch I= Y, + wok, + wk,, 
where the constants w’s are determined by the system 
w, + w, = c 
1 
w,a, = - c2. 
2 
Since a, = (l/6), w, = 3c2. Then w. = c - 3c2. Thus we have the 2nd order 2-stage 
approximations: 
j,(x, + ch) = y. + (c - 3c2)ko + (3c2)k, (25) 
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or 
jz(xo+h)=yo-2ko+3k,. (27) 
j&(x0 + ch) = y, + ck, + 3(k, - k,)?. 
For c = 1 the second order approximation (25) becomes 
(26) 
Finally in the case of first order, one-stage process we have: 
F,(xo + ch) = y, + ck,. (28) 
11. The formula y,,(xo + ch) as given in (17), a fourth degree polynomial in c (or in 
x since c = (x - x,)/h) provides fourth order Runge-Kutta approximations to y(xo + ch) 
for any c, 0 < c < 1. For c = 1 the obtained Runge-Kutta approximation is of fifth order. 
The question arises as to how well (yd(xo + ch))‘, in its turn, approximates 
( y(xo + ch))’ = y/(x, + ch), where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to x. In 
other words, does (yd(xo + ch))’ constitute also a Runge-Kutta approximation to 
y(xo + ch), and if this is the case, what is its order? 
Expanding y/(x, + ch) and (jd(xO + ch))’ in powers of ch, it is found that the terms of 
first, second, and third degree in both expansion are identical, while the fourth degree terms 
differ. Following the definition of the order of a Runge-Kutta process, it is thus concluded 
that (y&x0 + ch))’ constitutes a third order approximation to (y(x, + ch))‘, for any c, 
0 < c I 1. We may specify this fact by using the subscript 3 and writing (9.,(x0 + ch));. 
Differentiating (16) and (17), respectively, the following two different forms of 
( y4(xo + ch)); are obtained: 
1 
(ja(xo+ch));=h 
89 142 40 
1 -Is” +15cz-9c3 
32 208 64 
Tc -15c2+9c3 
+ +~c2+~c3 
64 272 128 
-Cc+15c2-9~3 
+ ;c-~c2+~c3 
and 
(,Pd(xo + ch)); = ; k, + h ( - 89k, + 96k, + 36k3 - 64k, + 21kJc 
+ & (71k, - 104k2 - 54k, + 136k, - 49k,)c2 
+;(-5ko+8k2+6k,- 16k,+7k,)c3 1 
(29) 
(30) 
Through the use of the third order formulas as given in (19) and (20) and with similar 
considerations, it is found: 
(_$3(xo + ch)); = ; (1 - 6c + 8c2)ko + (8c - 16c2)k2 + (8~’ - 2c)k, 1 (31) 
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and 
(_&3(x,, + ch)); = ; [k, + 2( - 3ko + 4kz - k,)c + 8(k, - 2kz + k,)c’], (32) 
where the subscript 2 indicates that the process is of second order. 
12. The requirement 0 < c I 1 is imposed solely with the purpose of obtaining 
approximations to the solution y(x) for any x, x,, < x I x,, + h. For c > 1 the numerical 
results obtained are valid Runge-Kutta approximations, and the imposed condition may 
be advantageously replaced by 0 < c I 1.2 or even by 0 c c < 1.5. However, as c( > 1) or 
x( > x,, + h) increases, the accuracy of the approximation begins to decrease, particularly 
around c = 1.2. Actually at a point x = x0 + ch, for a c > 1, the solution may not even 
be defined. However, as we shall see, the formulas derived in this work are endowed with 
an internal and easily applicable property to warn us against such situations. 
Interestingly, these continuous processes are valid even if c < 0. Excellent numerical 
results have been obtained for the range - 0.2 I c < 0. Briefly, the original interval of 
consideration, 0 < c I 1 may be advantageously replaced by - 0.2 I c I 1.2, c # 0. 
13. Our findings may be summarized as follows. With the chosen step-size compute 
the six incremental coefficients: 
ko = M-(x,, ~0) 
k, = h 
i-( 
x0 + ; h, y, + ; k, 
x0 + ; h, y, + h (k,, + 3k,) 
> 
k3 = h 
1( 
x, + ; h, yo +; (k, - 3k, + 4kJ 
> 
x0 + h, y. + ; ( - 4ko + 3k, + 12k, - 12kj + 8k4) 
> 
. 
Let 
A =k, 
B = $ ( - 89k, + 96k, + 36k, - 64k, + 2 1 kS) 
C = -&(71k, - 104k, - 54k, + 136k, - 49kJ 
D =+k,+8k,+6k,- 16k,+7k,) 
E= -3k,+4k,-k, 
F = ; (k, - 2k, + k,) 
G = k, - k,, H = k, - k,. (33) 
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Thenforanyc,O<c~1,atx=x,+ch,c=(x-x,)/hwehave: 
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j&x0 + ch) = y, + CA + c2B + c3C + c4D 
y3(xo + ch) = y, + CA + c2E + c3F 
j72.3bo + ch) = y, + CA + c*G 
j$.2(xo + ch) = y, + CA + C2H 
y’,(x,, + ch) = y. + CA (34) 
where the subscript i in jj2., indicates that the process involves i stages. 
It must be recalled that for c = 1, j4(xo + h) = js(xo + h), that is, in this case the fourth 
order process becomes a fifth order process. Furthermore, for c = (l/2), 
jj(xo + l/2 h) = y4(xo + l/2 h); in other words, in this case the third order process is 
upgraded to a fourth 
Furthermore, 
order process. 
G4(xo + ch)); = ; (A + 2cB + 3c*C + 4c3D) 
&(x0 + ch)); = i (A + 2cE + 3c’F) 
Gl,3(xo + A)); = 1 (A + 2cG) 
(j&(x,, + ch)); = ; (A + 2cH), (35) 
where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to x. 
14. In the case of Runge-Kutta processes of orders n = 1,2, 3,4 there is no distinction 
between scalar and vector cases; the same system of algebraic equations is associated with 
either case. But if the process is of the fifth order, then the associated system of algebraic 
equations consists of either 16 or 17 equations, depending on whether the process is of 
scalar or vector type, respectively. However, the author has shown in[7,8] that with 
conditions (A) in force, the two distinct systems of algebraic equations reduce, respectively, 
to two equivalent systems. It is thus concluded that all the formulas derived in this work 
are valid also for the vector processes, i.e. systems of differential equations. 
Consider for example the system of differential equations 
I 
g =P(x,_Y,z) 
2 =P2’ (x, y, z) 
subject to initial condition y(x,) = y,, z(xo) = zo. 
We have 
kf’ = hfyx,, y,, 20) i=1,2 
kl” = hpi’ x0 + ; h, y, + ; k&l’, y, + ; kbf’ > 
k$’ = hf” x0 + ; h, y, + i (kb” + 3kj”), .zo + i (kb2’ + 3kp’) 
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k(3) = hy) x0 + i h, ~0 + $ (kf) - 3kj’) + 4k$‘)), r, + t (kf) - 3kt2) + 4kf)) 
W’ = h?’ 
( 
x0 + ; h, y, + ; (3/q’ + 9/q”), zo + k (3kf’ + 9/q’) 
> 
k$‘! = hf” x0 + h, y. + f ( - 4kf’ + 3/k{” + 12kf’ - 12k(,” + 8ki”), z. 
Let 
+ $ ( - 4ks’ + 3kj2’ + 12kf’ - 12kf’ + 8kf’) . (36) 
,4(i) = k(i) 
09 i=1,2 
B(‘) = i ( - 89k$l+ 96k$‘l+ 36kjll- 64kf’ + 21kt’) 
~‘1’ = & (71kf - 104/Q - 54ky’ + 136kt’ - 49kf’) 
G(” = k$‘l _ kc’) 
0. 
Thenforanyc,O<c~l,atx=xo+ch,c=(x-x,)/hwehave: 
c 
jb(XO + ch ) = y, + CA”’ + C2B(‘) + c3C”’ + c4D”’ 
1 ?4(XO + ch) = ZO + cA'2'+ C2B'*'+ c3C2'+ c4w 
i 
YJ(XO + ch) = yo + CA”’ + c2E”’ + C’F”’ 
23(x0 + ch)= z0+ CA'2 + C2JF' + c3P' 
r ( 
y2.3 ~0 + CA) = ~0 + CA"'+ c 2G(‘) 
[&&O + ch) = i!,, + Cx‘ic2’ + c2Gc2'. (38) 
Furthermore 
(37) 
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I (&(x0 + ch)); = ; (A"' + 2cG"') (i2.3(xo + A)); = ; (A"' + 2cG'*') 
where the primes, as usual, indicate differentiation with respect to x. 
15. Of numerous differential equations that were tested, only three shall be used to 
illustrate the continuous processes developed in this work. All three problems are classical 
and well discussed in the literature. The first initial value problem may be considered as 
a simple, ordinary case; the second problem involves a singular point, while the third 
problem belongs to the class of stiff differential equations. The solution for each initial 
value problem is listed merely to permit the determination of the absolute errors 
E, = MY - .WIj, x = x0 + ch and n = 3,4. 
For a chosen step size, at a point x = x,, + ch, the exact value, then the approximations 
obtained will be listed in a column, one below the other, in the following order: y,yd4,y3. 
In the next column the corresponding absolute errors, E,,, E, are displayed. 
Problem 1 -- 
&=x+y, 
dx 
y(O) = 1 ; solution: 
h-l 
c 
-0.5 
-0.4 
-0.3 
-0.2 
-0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.713061... 
0.711458... 
0.671875... 
0.740640... 
0.739300. -. 
0.718000... 
0.781636.. . 
0.780775... 
0.770875. . . 
0.837461... 
0.837058.. . 
0.833500... 
0.909674... 
0.909575... 
0.908875... 
1.110341. . . 
1.110258... 
1.109875.. . 
1.x2805... 
1.242525.. . 
1.241500... 
1.399717... 
1.399225.. . 
1.397875... 
1.583649... 
i.583033... 
1.582000.. . 
y = 2eX - x - I 
E4, E3 
0.001603... 
0.041186... 
0.001340... 
0.022640... 
0.000861... 
0.010761... 
0.000403... 
0.003961... 
0.000099... 
0.000799.. . 
0.000083... 
0.000466... 
0.000280... 
0.001305... 
0.000492... 
0.001842... 
0.000616... 
0.001649.. . 
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c 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
With h = 0.1, problem .: 
Y. Y,? Y3 
1.797442.. 
1.796875... 
1.7968?5... 
2.044237... 
2.043925... 
2.045500... 
2.327505... 
2.327608... 
2.330875... 
2.651081... 
2.651600... 
2.656000... 
3.019206... 
3.019825... 
3.023875... 
3.436563... 
3.436458... 
3.437500... 
3.908332... 
3.905925... 
3.899875... 
4.440233... 
4.432900... 
4.414000... 
5.038593... 
5.022308... 
4.982875... 
5.710399... 
5.679325... 
5.609500... 
6.463378... 
6.409375... 
6.296875... 
c 
-0.5 
-0.4 
-0.3 
-0.2 
-0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
E4' E3 
0.000567... 
0.000567... 
0.000312... 
0.001262... 
0.000102... 
0.003369... 
o.o005la... 
o.o049la... 
0.000618... 
0.004668... 
0.000105... 
0.000936... 
0.002407... 
0.008457... 
0.007333... 
0.026233... 
0.016285... 
0.055718... 
0.031074... 
o.l00899... 
0.054003... 
0.166503... 
Y. Y4’ F3 1 E4' E3 
o-952458849... 
0.952458636... 0.000000212... 
0.952454687... 0.000004161... 
0.961578878... 
0.961578759... o.ooooooi1a... 
0.961576600... O.O0000227a.., 
0.970891067... 
0.970891009... 0.000000057... 
0.970889987... 0.000001079... 
0.980397346... 
0.980397325... 0.000000021... 
o.g80396950... 0.000000396... 
0.990099667... 
0.990099663... 0.000000004... 
0.990099587... 0.000000079... 
1.010100334... 
1.010100331... 0.000000002... 
1.010100287... 0.000000046... 
1.020402680... 
1.020402672... 0.000000007... 
1.020402550... 0.000000130... 
1.030909067... 
1.030909056... 0.000000010... 
1.030908887... 0.000000180... 
1.041621548... 
1.041621537... 0.000000010... 
1.041621400... 0.000000148... 
1.052542192... 
1.052542187... 0.000000005... 
1.052542187... 0.000000005... 
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0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.063673093... 
1.063673097... 0.000000004... 
1.063673350... 0.000000256... 
'1.075016362... 
1.075016377... 0.000000015... 
1.075016987... 0.000000624... 
1.086574135... 
1.086574158... 0.000000023... 
1.086575200... 0.000001064... 
1.098348567... 
1.098348589... 0.000000021... 
1.098350087... 0.000001520... 
1.1103418361.. 
1.1103418364.. 0.000000000307... 
1.1103417500.. 0.000001913849... 
1.122556140... 
1.122556088... 0.000000052... 
1.122558287... 0.000002146... 
1.134993703... 
1.134993550... 0.000000152... 
1.134995800... 0.000002096... 
1.147656766... 
1.147656449... 0.000000317... 
1.147658387... 0.000001620... 
1.160547597... 
1.160547029... 0.000000568... 
1.160548150.... 0.000000552... 
1.5 1.173668485... 
1.173667553... 0.000000932... 
/ 1.173667187... 0.000001297... 
Problem 2 -- 
j$ = 1oy2 , y(0) = 1 ; 1 solution y = - 
l- 10x 
h = 0.1 
c 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
10.000000.. . 
6.022068... 
4.669797... 
undefined 
14.433524... 
5.790320... 
-10.000000... 
29.204753... 
7.134976... 
With h = 0.05, problkm 2: 
c 
-0.5 
-0.3 
-0.1 
Yt Y,, i, 
0.800000... 
0.899417... 
0.773046... 
0.869565... 
0.893279... 
0.862623... 
0.952380... 
0.953959... 
0.951883... 
3.977931... 
5.330202... 
39.204753... 
17.134976... 
I 
t 
E4' E3 
0.099417... 
0.026953... 
0.023713... 
0.006941... 
0.001578... 
0.000497... 
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c 
0.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
I-- 
Y. Y,P 9, 
1.052631... 
1.053429... 
1.052364... 
1.176470... 
1.178963... 
1.175603... 
1.333333... 
1.333139... 
1.333139... 
1.538461... 
l.s33842... 
1.536509... 
l.a~alal... 
1.814258... 
1.797251... 
2.000000... 
1.9989x... 
1.952743... 
2.222222... 
2.222881... 
2.126903... 
2.500000... 
2.494609... 
2.321176... 
2.857142... 
2.823508... 
2.537003... 
3.333333... 
3.219944... 
2.775827... 
4.000000... 
3.695239... 
3.039089... 
With h = 0.025, problem 2: 
c 
-0.5 
-0.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.5 
o.aaaaaa... 
0.890075... 
0.887424... 
0.975609... 
0.975627... 
0.975583... 
1.025641.e. 
1.025649... 
1.025627... 
1.142857... 
1.142852... 
1.142852... 
l-290322... 
1.290291... 
i.289878... 
1.333333... 
1.333330... 
1.332268... 
1.379310... 
1.379330... 
1.377171... 
1.428571428. 
1.428571530. 
1.424719100. 
1.600000... 
1.598856... 
1.584529... 
E4' E3 
0.000797... 
0.000267... 
0.002492... 
0.000867... 
0.000193... 
0.000193... 
0.004619... 
0.001952... 
0.003923... 
0.020930... 
0.001084... 
0.047257... 
0.000659... 
0.095318... 
0.005390... 
0.178823... 
0.033634... 
0.320139... 
0.113389... 
0._557506... 
0.304760... 
0.960910... 
E4' E3 
0.001187... 
0.001463... 
0.000017... 
0.000026... 
o.oooooa... 
0.000013... 
0.000004... 
0.000004... 
0.000030... 
0.000444... 
0.000002... 
0.001065... 
0.000019... 
0.002138... 
0.000000102... 
0.003852333... 
0.001143... 
0.015470... 
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Problem 3 ~- 
2 = -30y , y(0) = $ ; solution: y = + .-30x 
h = 0.2 
0.001505... 
-g-291266... 9.292772... 
9.954333... 9.952027... 
0.000826... 
13.033333... 13.032507... 
14.833333... 14.832507... 
0.000453... 
58.899533... 58.899080... 
21.002333... 21.001880... 
With h = 0.01, problem 3: 
c 
-0.5 
-0.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.5 
Y, Y,P Y3 E4' E3 
0.387278... 
0.387290... 0.000012... 
0.387221... 0.000056... 
0.343484844... 
0.343485082... 0.000000237... 
0.343483764... 0.000001080... 
0.323481844... 
0.323481983... O.OOOOOO139... 
0.323481214... 0.000000629... 
0.286902658... 
0.286902864... 0.000000205... 
0.286902864... 0.000000205... 
0.254459831... 
0.254458723... 0.000001107... 
0.254485514... 0.000025683... 
0.246939406... 
0.246939463... 0.000000056... 
0.246973958... 0.000034551... 
0.239641246... 
0.239644071... 0.000002826... 
0.239684214.m. 0.000042970... 
0.212542... 
0.212589... 0.000046... 
0.212590... 0.000047... 
16. The formulas developed in this work are of the pseudo-iterative or embedded 
form [3-61. Indeed for any c, we have a fourth order (fifth order in case c = 1) Runge-Kutta 
formula in which is embedded a third order formula. (Besides this, in the third order 
Runge-Kutta formula is embedded a second order formula in which it is embedded a first 
order formula.) Generally, the fourth order approximation is more accurate than the third 
order one. Thus, substituting the more accurate fourth order approximation for the exact 
value, /?d(xO + ch) - j3(x0 + ch)l, will provide an estimate of the absolute error in 
j$(xO + ch) and consequently an estimate to the absolute error in pd(xO + ch) also. Consider 
for instance Problem 1. We have with It = 1 and c = - 0.5, )Fd - y’J = 0.039585.. . as an 
estimate to /y - $,I = 0.041186.. . which is quite close, particularly considering the fact that 
c < 0. We thus may conclude that yd = 0.711458. . . must be correct to at least one decimal 
place, Actually je obtained is correct to two decimal places. For c = 1 we have 
I?;.( - ?fJ = 0.001042. . . as an estimate to ]y - j+] = 0.000936. e. . The obtained estimate 
indicates that 95 must be correct to at least 2-decimal places, when actually it is correct 
to 3-decimal places. Consider the same problem, with h = 0.1; we have for c = 1: 
I75 - J3) = 0.000001913. . ) which indicates that j3 must be correct to Sdecimal places and 
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js correct to at least 5-decimal places. Indeed it can be verified that gj is correct to 
5-decimal places and y5 is correct to 9 decimal places. 
In the case of Problem 2, with h = 0.1 for c = 1, it has been found qs = 14.433..  and 
F3 = 5.790... . This is an indication that the chosen step size (h = 0.1) is far too large. 
Indeed as we have seen the solution does not exist at x = 0.1. 
For problem 3, with h = 0.2 for c = 1, it has been found +s = 13.033.. and 
q3 = 14.833.. , which is an indication that the chosen step-size might be large. For c = 0.9 
we have ys = -9.291... and yd = 9.954, and for c = 1.1: & = 58.899... , j$ = 21.002... All 
this erratic behavior is a strong indication that h = 0.2 is quite a large step size. The choice 
of h = 0.01 gives for c = 1: lys - y’,l = 0.000034495.. . (as an estimate to 
ly - y31 = 0.000034551. . .), which indicates that y3 must be correct to 4 decimal places and 
that jj5 must be correct to at least 4 decimal places. It can be verified from the tables 
produced above that jJ is correct to 4 decimal places, as has been just indicated, and that 
j, is correct to 6 decimal places. 
It should be mentioned that this error estimation method for local truncation errors 
fails for c = 0.5, because in this case as shown above j$(xO + l/2 h) = yJ(x,, + l/2 h). 
The numerical tests indicate that the most accurate fourth order approximations occur 
for values of c near 0.1 and 1.0, while the least accurate ones occur for values near 0.4 
and 0.9. Thus if one has an estimate of the truncation error in _?d either at x = x0 + (4/1O)c 
or at x = x0 + (9/1O)c, then it may safely be assumed that one has comparable (if not 
better) fourth order approximations at the other points as well, in the interval (x,,, x0 + h). 
Similarly, satisfactory results are obtained in the case of approximating the derivatives, 
although these new approximations are of one unit lower order than the functions which 
are differentiated. 
To illustrate this point we offer the following table, which condenses a few numerical 
examples relative to the initial-value problem: 
2 = x + y, y(0) = 1. 
h = 1, c = 0.40 (x = x + ch = 0.40) 
0 
Y = 1.583649... YT = 1.983649 
94 = 1.583033... (Y,); = 1.983166 
y3 
= 1.582000... (Y3); = l.9!xMxIO 
h = 0.5 c = 0.40 (x = x0 + ch = 0.20) 
Y = 1.242805... Y' = 1.442805 
94 = 1.242?78... (Y,); = 1.442890 
93 = 1.242708... (Y,); = 1.443750 
h = 0.25 c = 0.40 (x = xg + ch = 0.10) 
Y = 1.1103418 Y = 1.2103418... 
94 = 1.1103408 (Y,); = 1.2103507... 
93 = 1.1103359 (Y,); = 1.2104687... 
h = 0.25 c = 1.5 (x = x + ch = 0.375) 
0 
Y = 1.5349828... 
y4 
= 1.5348991... 
- = 1.5348510 
Y3 
Y' = I.909982 
(Y,); = 1.908422 
(Y3)$ = 1.905273... 
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A final comment is in order: the method described above provides valuable information 
about local truncation errors at run-time, allowing adaptation of the step-size, through 
comparison of linear combinations of the incremental coefficients already calculated. No 
bounds for partial derivatives or for the directional function fare required. Of course, 
Richardson’s method could be used advantageously, but it requires 17 functional 
evaluations for the process considered, instead of the 6 used here. Further, these 6 
evaluations provide approximations and error estimates not just at one point, but 
throughout [x,, x0 + h] (and even on a longer interval [x0 - OSh, x,, + 1.5/r]). 
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